Kinetic parameters from linear plot vis-à-vis condition for validity of various quasi steady state approximations

Abstract

Background: Many researchers often adopt linear transformations of Michaelis–Menten (MM) equation for the determination of kinetic parameters. The most popular and most criticized is Lineweaver Burk (LWB) plot. Direct (or alternative direct) linear plot (DLP or ADLP) is another approach. It is not certain whether or not MM constant in particular is valid if consideration is given to the condition of validity of various quasi steady state approximations (QSSA).

Objectives: The objectives of this research are to
i. Determine kinetic parameters by DLM, ADLM and LWB methods,
ii. Investigate the effect of high and low substrate concentration regime,
iii. Investigate the effect of lower and much higher concentration of enzyme
iv. Examine the mathematical formalism that characterize relevant QSSA so as to determine the consistency in the units of parameters and
v. Examine if the concentration of the substrate and enzyme satisfy the condition for validity of various QSSA.

Method: The theoretical perspective includes mathematical approach to system biology typified by MM equation and various equation of validation. The experiment entails Bernfeld method of enzyme assay for the generation of data. (Modified or alternative) direct linear plots were carried out using Microsoft Excel.

Results: Instead of MM constant $K_c$, enzyme – substrate complex dissociation constant, $K_c$ was obtained with different substrate concentration ranges and different enzyme concentration viz: 0.769 and 1.92µmol/L. The maximum velocities of hydrolysis reported may be lower than what the value could be if saturating concentration of the substrate was used.

Conclusion: Different ranges of substrate concentration $[S]_v$ and different higher concentration of the enzyme may not yield the same kinetic parameters. The condition of validity of QSSA is more verifiable if mole concept is applied. All kinetic parameters satisfy the condition of validity of QSSA, and, consequently, $K_c$ instead of $K_m$ was yielded.
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Introduction

For many years, scientist with interest in enzymology determined molecular mechanism and estimated kinetic constants of enzyme-catalyzed reactions by exploring what Grima et al. cited as initial rates, progress curve, transient kinetic, and relaxation experiments. In the 20th and 21st century, there are lot of research papers covering the determination of kinetic parameters of enzymes, often described as the characterization of enzymes from different sources. Thermodynamic characterization of enzyme which is dependent on predetermined kinetic parameters is also of great interest to enzymologist. Most of the experiments are on single enzyme, single substrate reaction, being the original work of Henri as cited in most research papers. Henri based his ideas on the scheme (Eq. (1)) as follows.

\[ E + S \rightleftharpoons C \rightarrow P + E \]

What seems to be lacking in the scheme is the possibility of the presence of a fragment if polysaccharide is the substrate. Besides when a known volume of the enzyme is added to the test tube containing the substrate, a fraction of the total enzyme concentration binds a fraction of the substrate at the active site. The scheme gives the impression that the whole of free enzyme, $E$ binds with the whole of $S$ to form a complex, $C$. It may therefore, be appropriate to state that $S$ and $E$ are part of the total substrate $[S]_v$ and enzyme $[E]_v$ concentration.
that formed a complex, which after amylolytic action, breaking and making of bonds, breaks up into products, detectable part or the reducing sugar and undetectable part, the fragment if a polysaccharide is the substrate and the free enzyme, \(E\).

Despite the known origin of scheme 1, the scheme according to Grima et al.\(^1\) is credited to Michaelis–Menten et al.\(^1\) 1913 paper because of their research on the rate of enzyme catalyzed reaction. The most important issue here is initial rate when the substrate concentration is much <MM constant \((K_m)\) when the duration of assay must not permit substrate depletion such that the rate of product formation must be at least directly proportional to substrate concentration \([S]\) so as to achieve coefficient of determination \((R^2)\) ≥0.999. This is to say that at every \([S]\) below \(K_m\), the proportionality constant must be consistent. It may not be only \([S]\) below \(K_m\), the duration of assay is also very crucial; shorter time regime is much preferable.

There has also been issue regarding inappropriate linearization of MM equation for the determination of kinetic parameters. The most popular and widely used is Lineweaver et al.\(^9\) approach that has been criticized for yielding grossly inaccurate kinetic parameters.\(^{10,11}\) Because of substantial errors associated with linear transformation methods cited in Diaci,\(^12\) direct linear methods (DLP)\(^15\) and alternative DLP (ADLM)\(^13\) for the determination of kinetic parameters seem to be gaining very wide acceptance. The three popular linear transformations of the Michaelis–Menten equation cited in Diaci\(^12\) are, namely the double reciprocal plot (Lineweaver–Burk), the \(v\) against \(1/v \cdot s\) plot, often called the Eadie–Hofstee plot, the \(s/v\) against \(s\) plot (Hanes–Woolf), which are shown respectively below.

\[
\begin{align*}
1 & = \frac{K_m}{v_{max}[S]} + \frac{1}{v_{max}} \\
v & = \frac{v_{max}K_m}{[S] + K_m} \\
\frac{[S]}{S} & = \frac{K_m}{v_{max}}
\end{align*}
\]

Where \(v\) and \(v_{max}\) are the velocity of product formation and maximum velocity of product formation respectively. Equations (2) in particular, (3) and (4) need not further interpretation for those with average or minimal appreciation of basic algebra. There has also been very serious statistical consideration for the estimation of enzyme kinetic parameters, considerations that have favored nonparametric methods.\(^{14}\) Nonetheless there are issues against direct linear method as to imply that it is far from perfection. Precise point of interception of two or more lines may not be clearly defined if such intersection is acute.\(^{15}\)

There are also recent developments that set conditions for the validity of MM formalism and consequently kinetic parameters derivable from it. These are anchored on various kinds of approximations or assumptions such as standard quasi steady state approximation (sQSSA),\(^16\) reverse QSSA (rQSSA),\(^17\) total QSSA (tQSSA)\(^8,18\) and recently reactant stationary assumption (RSA).\(^7\) Guided nutritional regime and therapeutic administration of drug/formulation requires accurate information about the condition of validity of the kinetic parameters of the enzyme that may be functionally connected to the food ingredients and drugs. The objectives of this research are to

i. Determine kinetic parameters by DLM, ADLM and Lineweaver Burks method,

ii. Investigate the effect of high and low substrate concentration regime,

iii. Investigate the effect of lower and much higher concentration of enzyme,

iv. Examine the mathematical formalism that characterize relevant QSSA so as to determine the consistency in the units of parameters, and

v. Examine if the substrate concentration regime as well as enzyme concentration regime from which kinetic parameters are generated following assay satisfy the condition for validity of various QSSA.

**Theory**

As a follow-up to the concern expressed earlier in the introductory section, this section begins with arithmetical and stoichiometric analysis as to why \(E + S \rightarrow C\) may just be a combination of a part of total substrate, \(S_i\) (i.e. \(S\)) and part of total enzyme, \(E_i\) (i.e. \(E\)) to form enzyme-substrate complex, \(C\), all with a view to be in line with mass conservation principle. Thus the mathematical protocol developed by Briggs et al.\(^16\) has been considered as a standard approach to the derivation of the MM equation on the basis of Henri’s scheme using the steady state assumption otherwise called sQSSA as to imply that,

\[
\frac{dc}{dt} \approx 0
\]

Since the derivation of MM equation is usually in many related papers, the entire procedure for the derivation is cut short starting with the following:

\[
E_i = E + C
\]

\[
[C] = \frac{[E_i][S]}{K_m + [S]}
\]

Where \(K_m\) is the MM constant expressed as:

\[
K_m = \frac{k_1 + k_2}{k_1}
\]

On the basis of enzyme mass conservation law,

\[
[C]M_2 = \frac{[E_i]M_2}{[S_i]}
\]

Where \(M_i\) is the molar mass of the enzyme and with appropriate experimental condition,

\[
\frac{[E_i]}{[S_i]} < 1
\]

This condition may stand so long as the unit of \([S]\) is mole per liter so as to be in line with stoichiometry.

The approximation\(^7\) during the initial transient of the reaction is given as follows: \([S] \approx [S_i]\). But \(S\) appears in scheme 1 (Eq. (1)) and thus seem to suggest that the entire \(S\) in the scheme formed complex with the enzyme, \(E\). That is to imply that \([S]\) formed complex with \([E]\) which was released after the formation of product. Therefore, it is either different symbols are used to represent the concentration of
the enzyme that combined with same concentration of the substrate on 1:1 mole ratio basis that satisfies stoichiometric requirement or E and S, ab initio, are respectively seen to be the fraction of the total enzyme and substrate that form the enzyme-substrate complex C or ES at the initial transient or infinitesimal part of the chosen duration of assay for one active site - enzyme - one substrate system. It seems the true position may be that at the initial transient when the remaining concentration of the substrate \([S]_0\) or \([S]_t\) (exp \(k\) \(t\)) is \(\approx [S]\) goes to confirm that only a fraction of \([S]\) may have combined with the enzyme, a fraction of which detects the fraction of substrate that binds to it. Thus \(S\) as used in most journals should not represent part of the total substrate that formed complex with the enzyme and the remaining substrate whose magnitude may be \(\approx [S]\) at the initial transient. To justify this position the arithmetical analysis as follows is relevant. If \(\delta\) is taken as the infinitesimal amount of the enzyme that binds the substrate, on one mole:1 mole basis for single enzyme molecule (one active site)-single substrate molecule system, \(\delta\) of the substrate also binds at the active sites to form the enzyme-substrate complex. By taking the symbols \([E]_{t\text{mol}}\), \([S]_{t\text{mol}}\) respectively, as molar concentrations of the total enzyme and substrate, and \(C_{\text{MC}}\) as mass concentration of the enzyme-substrate complex, and \(M_s\) and \(M_e\) respectively as the molar mass of the enzyme and substrate, the initial mass conservation equation can be written as:

\[
\left( [E]_{t\text{mol}} \right) M_s + \left( [S]_{t\text{mol}} \right) M_e + C_{\text{MC}} = \left( [E]_{t\text{mol}} \right) M_s + \left( [S]_{t\text{mol}} \right) M_e
\]

Equation (11) is relevant to the moment the complex is formed. Thus, \([E]_{t\text{mol}}\) \(M_s\) \(= [E]_{t\text{sg}}\) and consequently, expansion of Eq. (11) gives:

\[
C_{\text{MC}} = \delta (M_s + M_e)
\]

Equation (12) is very basic in nature accounting for the fact that the complex is heterogeneous, hence the sum of different molar masses multiplied by the molar concentration of the enzyme or substrate participating in complex formation. But the situation is quite different when 0 < \(t\) < \(\infty\). This implies that, when 0 < \(t\) < \(\infty\), the mass concentration of the spectrophotometrically detected product (if a polysaccharide is a substrate) can be subtracted from \([S]_{t\text{sg}}\) to give:

\[
[S]_{t\text{sg}} = [S]_{t\text{sg}} - [R]_{t\text{sg}} = \left[ \frac{S(t)}{t} \right] + \left[ \frac{S(t)}{t} \right]
\]

Equation (13) is in line with substrate mass conservation principle (where it has been made abundantly clear that C as in most journals cannot jointly stand for the concentration of the substrate and enzyme forming complex at the same time)\(^{30}\) in which the unit of every chemical species is g/L. The superscript S and R are substrate and remainder describing \(C_{\text{MC}}\) \((t)\) and \(S_{\text{MC}}\) \((t)\) respectively as mass concentration of the substrate that formed complex and the remaining substrate (as sum of unhydrolyzed polysaccharide and fragment of polysaccharide if polysaccharide is the substrate). Just about the time the assay is to be terminated at time, \(t\) some of the molecules of enzyme are engaging the substrate in complex formation, otherwise the complex from which the product is released cannot exist at the same time as the product; the complex ceases to exist as soon as the product is released.

With regard to sQSSA, Schnell\(^{19}\) derived an equation of validation. The equation is:

\[
\left( \frac{[E]_T}{[S]_T} \right) = \left( \frac{1 + \frac{K_S}{K}}{1 + \frac{[S]_T}{K_m}} \right)
\]

Where \(K = \frac{k_2}{k_1}\) (the equilibrium dissociation constant of \(C\)) and \(K = \frac{k_2}{k_1}\) (the Van Slyke-Cullen constant\(^{2}\)). Equation presents two different constant \((K_s\) and \(K\)) that have to be separately determined. Equation containing only rate constant is derived by substituting the equation of \(K\) and \(K\) into Eq. (14) to give:

\[
\left( \frac{[E]_T}{[S]_T} \right) = \left( \frac{1 + \frac{K_S}{K}}{1 + \frac{[S]_T}{K_m}} \right)
\]

The concern regarding Eq. (14 and 15) is that \(\frac{[E]_T}{[S]_T} \) lacks consistency in its unit because the concentration of enzyme and the substrate/\(K_m\) are for different chemical species with different molar masses. It is possible that the ratio \(\frac{[E]_T}{[S]_T} \) is approximated with unit as g/L because the mass concentration of \(E\) is most often in cg, mg or \(\mu\)g per liter. The ratio \([S]_T\)/\(K_m\) presents no problem because the same chemical species are involved. Therefore, it is imperative to insist that the molar mass of the substrate must be known as long as the concentration of the total enzyme is in mol/L. Therefore, Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) can be restated with new symbols as follows:

\[
\left( \frac{[E]_T}{[S]_T} \right) = \left( \frac{1 + \frac{K_S}{K}}{1 + \frac{[S]_T}{K_m}} \right)
\]

The ratio \(\frac{[E]_T}{[S]_T} \) goes to confirm that only a fraction of \([S]_T\) goes to \(\approx [S]\) left with unit g/L becomes affinity of \(C\), \(K\) and \(K\) for different chemical species with different molar masses.

Here, in Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) MM constant is retained in its traditional symbol but with mol/L as its unit. Unit of a variable, constant etc is extremely vital to valid assessment of any data, kinetic parameters for instance.

While recognizing Schnell et al.\(^{18}\) disagreement with the proposition that at high enzyme concentrations, the correct physical assumption is \(\frac{dC}{dt} = 0\) as against \(\frac{dS}{dt} = 0\) in line with rQSSA, Tzafriri\(^{19}\) noted that reaction of Tzafriri\(^{19}\) extended the validity of the sQSSA by employing a change of variable from \(S\) to the total substrate concentration, \(S + C = S_T = P\) (this is restated respectively as \([S]_T\) \((t)\) and \([S]_T\) \((t)\) ). This is with regard to what Tzafriri\(^{19}\) referred to as tQSSA. Furthermore, uniform condition for the validity of tQSSA has been proposed and derived and simplified in a way that is not clear\(^{20}\) though derivation without further simplification is straight forward as follows: In the
first place, the condition for uniform validity is given as:\(^{19}\)

\[
\varepsilon = \frac{k_1C_0(S_f)}{S_f(t)} \text{ } t \ll 1
\]  
(18a)

Where,

\[
t = \frac{1}{k_1\left(\frac{[E](mol) + K_m + S(S_{(mol)})]}{[S(S_{(mol)})]} - 4\left(\frac{[E](mol)}{S_{(mol)}}\right)^2\right)}
\]  
(18b)

& substitution into Eq. (19a) gives:

\[
k_1K_m \left(\frac{[E](mol)}{S_{(mol)}}\right)^{\alpha} \ll 1
\]  
(20a)

With the definition of \(k_1\) and its substitution into Eq. (20a) gives:

\[
k_1K_m \left(\frac{[E](mol)}{S_{(mol)}}\right)^{\alpha} \ll 1
\]  
(20b)

According to Schnell et al., if \(k_1 \ll k_2\), i.e., if there is prima facie evidence,

\[
k_1K_m \left(\frac{[E](mol)}{S_{(mol)}}\right)^{\alpha} \ll 1
\]  
(21)

Thus to be valid ab initio, \(k_1\) in Eq. (20a) must be like frequency or pseudo first order rate constant (per unit time), \(K_m\) must be in mol/L as to be consistent with the unit of the enzyme, \(E\) in Eq. (20b) and Eq. (21). Equation (20a, 20b, and 21) need to be examined with caution because even if \(k_1 \ll k_2\), will always be \(< 1\) but there is no guarantee that \(K_m \left(\frac{[E](mol)}{S_{(mol)}}\right)^{\alpha} \ll 1\); if the molar mass of the substrate is say 1000 g/L the molar concentration of \(K_m\) may be \(\left(\frac{[E](mol)}{S_{(mol)}}\right)^{\alpha} \ll 1\) but it is mmimmeasurable if desired. The case of diisacharides is an example. However, if the substrate is a large polysaccharide with degree of polymerization \(\geq 2\) exp (6), the fraction \(K_m \left(\frac{[E](mol)}{S_{(mol)}}\right)^{\alpha} \ll 1\) for instance, may be \(< 1\) at high enzyme concentration.

This is the strong reason why mole concept may play prominent role in the determination of validity of kinetic parameter using validation model.

The last but not necessarily the least is the condition for the validity of the RSA. The condition is not different from that proposed in literature\(^{13,23}\) and described as a more general condition for the sQSSA to be valid.\(^{18}\) The condition is:

\[
\frac{[E](mol)}{K_m[S(S_{(mol)})]} \ll 1
\]  
(22)

However, this must be on the basis of mass-mass ratio otherwise if \(\frac{[E](mol)}{S(S_{(mol)})}\) is high and the molar mass of the substrate is very large as applicable to polysaccharides (native potato starch has molar mass = 8.8 exp (7) g/mol,\(^{24}\) Eq. (22) may not be valid on mole-mole ratio basis which should be the most appropriate way to examine the validity of kinetic parameters. It is not probable that a mass concentration of gelatinized starch = 600 g/L can be prepared in usual laboratory research. It has been reported that high concentration of gelatinized starch retard the velocity of hydrolysis due to hydrodynamic constraint related to extreme viscosity.\(^{25}\) However, Eq. (22) may be valid so long as, \(\frac{[E](mol)}{M_{(mol)}}\) the mass concentration is within the microgram - milligram scale. But it should be noted that at very low concentration of enzyme, the enzyme loses its activity.\(^{26}\)

**Materials and methods**

**Materials**

*Aspergillus oryzae* alpha amylase (EC 3.2.1.1) and potato starch were purchased from Sigma – Aldrich, USA. Hydrochloric acid, sodium hydroxide, and sodium chloride, were purchased from BDH.
Chemical Ltd, Poole England. Tris, 3, 5-dinitrosalicylic acid, maltose, and sodium potassium tartrate tetrahydrate were purchased from Kem light laboratories Mumbai India, while potassium iodide was purchased from Merck Germany. Distilled water was purchased from local market.

**Equipment**

Electronic weighing machine was purchased from Wenner Weighing Scale Limited and 721/722 visible spectrophotometer was purchased from Spectrum Instruments China. PH meter was purchased from Hanna Instruments, Italy. Water bath was purchased from Hospibrand, USA.

**Method**

Twenty grams of potato starch was mixed in 100mL of distilled water and boiled at 100°C for 3 minutes, cooled to room temperature, and decrease in volume was corrected by topping the volume with distilled water to 100mL to give 20 g/L as stock. Dilution of the stock was made to give different concentration ranges viz: from 0.5–4 g/L, 2–4 g/L, and 10–20 g/L. Stock solution of the enzyme was prepared by dissolving 0.01 g of the enzyme in a buffer tablet solution (pH=7) to which is added 15mL NaCl (aq) (0.9g/100mL) and 15 mL CaCl (5mmol/L) to final volume of 100 mL. Different concentrations of the enzyme were assayed. The concentrations are stock solution concentration and diluted stock solution giving final concentration of 0.04 g/L. A capsule of chloramphenicol was added to the solution of enzyme to prevent any trace of microbial attack. Assay was carried according the method described by Bernfeld. Spectrophotometer readings were taken at a wave length of 540 nm. The extinction coefficient was ~ 181 L/mol.cm. Kinetic parameters were determined by LWB plot, direct linear plot (DLP), and alternative DLP (ADLP). Microsoft Excel was used to draw the lines linking the x and y axis respectively. In order to retain the lines drawn, the highest data point on the side representing the y – axis in table of variable (the points or observation) is left while the lower data points are deleted.

**Statistics**

Unpaired t-test for significant difference is carried out using internet based graph pad (www.graphpad.com/quick calcs / t-test). Micro-soft Excel was used to determine standard deviation (n=6). The median values were adopted and standard deviation from median was according to Hozo et al.28

**Results and discussion**

To examine the conditions for various QSSAs multiple assays and different enzyme concentration, ranging from moderately large to large concentration. Kinetic parameters were generated by direct linear plot and double reciprocal plot, being the most widely used linear transformation of the MM equation. Both original direct linear plot (DLP) and modified DLP (otherwise called alternative DRP in this research) were used.

Following the assay of the enzyme (0.04 g/L), with substrate concentration ranging from 2 – 4 g/L direct linear plot carried out did not produce any intersection within the area of the graph sheet (Figure 1). The double reciprocal plot otherwise called Lineweaver Burk (LWB) plot (Figure 2) with the same substrate concentration range showed relative high coefficient of determination and as shown below Figure 2, yielded maximum velocity of hydrolysis, $v_{max}$ (5.24±1.03 mM/mL min) and MM, $K_m$ (35.94±8.26 g/L). The alternative direct linear plot (ADLP) (Figure 3) with substrate concentration stated earlier, yielded many intersections within the graphical space or area. The $v_{max}$ and $K_m$ values shown under Figure 3, were 0.560 ± 0.099 mM/mL min and 4.0 ± 0.8 g/L respectively.

![Figure 1 Direct linear plot](image1)

**Figure 1** Direct linear plot of velocity of hydrolysis versus substrate concentration where the substrate concentration ranges from 2–4g/L. Absence of intersection does not allow any extrapolation.

![Figure 2 Line weaver Bulk plot](image2)

**Figure 2** Line weaver Bulk plot where the substrate concentration ranges from 2–4 g/L. Line weaver Burk plot (LWB)$v_{max}$ = 5.24±1.03 mM/mL min, $K_m$ = 35.94±8.26 g/L (all data are median values, n = 6).

![Figure 3 Alternative direct linear plot](image3)

**Figure 3** Alternative direct linear plot (ADLT) where the substrate concentration ranges from 2–4 g/L: $v_{max}$ = 0.560±0.099 mM/mL min; $K_m$ = 4.0±0.8 g/L (all data are median values, n = 16).

When the substrate concentration is 10 – 20 g/L, the DLP (Figure 4) produced a greater number of nonintersecting lines than intersecting lines. Kinetic parameters, $v_{max}$ (0.440mM/mL min) and MM, $K_m$ (2.0 g/L) were extrapolated and shown under Figure 4. Using to the same substrate concentration range, the LWB plot Figure
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5 yielded \( v_{\text{max}} (1.25 \pm 0.09 \text{mM/ml.min}) \) and \( K_m (29.20 \pm 2.83 \text{g/L}) \). The ADLP gave \( v_{\text{max}} (1.43 \pm 0.10 \text{ M/ml.min}) \) and \( K_m (31.43 \pm 37.48 \text{ g/L}) \) as shown under Figure 6.

In three minutes duration of assay in which the substrate concentration range is 0.5–4 g/L the DLP (Figure 7) gave \( v_{\text{max}} (0.62 \text{ mM/ml.min}) \) and \( K_m (0.80 \text{ g/L}) \), LWB plot (Figure 8) gave \( v_{\text{max}} (0.84 \pm 0.00 \text{ mM/ml.min}) \) and \( K_m (1.86 \pm 0.07 \text{ g/L}) \). The ADLP (Figure 9) gave \( v_{\text{max}} (1.0 \pm 0.3 \text{ mM/ml.min}) \) and \( K_m (2.4 \pm 0.2 \text{ g/L}) \).

The need to compare experimental velocity of hydrolysis of starch with theoretically determined velocity obtained by substituting substrate ranging from 10–20 g/L. The results showed that, with the same enzyme concentration (≈0.769 µmol/L), but with higher substrate concentration range, 10 – 20 g/L, the velocities obtained from LWB plot, DLP, and ADLP were not statistically different (P > 0.05) from experimental values. The same scenario was observed with lower substrate concentration ranging from 2 – 4 g/L. However, since few lines formed common intersection point with DLP (Figure 1, Figure 4, and Figure 7) it is not scientifically and statistically advisable to assume reliable or definite kinetic parameters obtained from it. This may justify the assertion that the concentration regime used by researchers must obey MM formalism.15 This is to say that, hyperbolic relation must be observed between velocity and substrate concentration as to imply that every enzyme concentration has its substrate concentration that can achieve its saturation. This implies that there are different saturating concentrations of the substrate for different concentrations of the enzyme. If \([E_1] > [E_2]\) (where \([E_1]\) and \([E_2]\) are different concentrations of the enzyme), then \([S_{\text{sat1}}] > [S_{\text{sat2}}]\) (where \([S_{\text{sat1}}]\) and \([S_{\text{sat2}}]\) are saturating concentrations for \([E_1]\) and \([E_2]\) respectively.). If so, contrary to what is accepted, the \(K_m\) values for the same enzyme under the same conditions cannot be the same for different concentrations of the enzyme otherwise the definition, substrate concentration (\([S]\)) at half maximum velocity of whatever enzymatic action may be invalid; this is obvious because different concentrations of enzyme have different \(v_{\text{max}}\). Unlike DPL, ADPL (Figure 3, Figure 6, and Figure 9) showed instances in which few lines showed common intersection and a lot more lines showed separate intersections which is a characteristic of non-error free data points. On account of this, nonparametric statistics was used to obtain the kinetic parameters with standard error determined as described elsewhere.25

One very strange observation is that the kinetic parameters obtained from LWB using substrate concentration range, 2 – 4 g/L were about 9-fold higher than the values from DLP (Figure 2 and Figure 3). Against the backdrop of the criticism against LWB10-12 it appears that the kinetic parameters from LWB are overestimates considering the fact that the substrate conversion regime is relatively low coupled with the fact that the concentration of the enzyme is relatively high. With the same enzyme concentration (≈0.769 µmol/L), but with higher substrate concentration range, 10 – 20 g/L, the kinetic parameters from LWB and ADPL are not very widely different (Figure 5 and Figure 6). But the DLP (Figure 4) results suggest that MM formalism \(v = \frac{[E_1][S]}{K_m + [S]}\) is not obeyed15 because of the occurrence of parallel lines thereby suggesting that on molar basis, as proposed in this study \(\frac{[E_1]}{[S]} \approx 1\)26 if the molar mass (\(M\)) of the substrate is 8.8exp (+7) g/mol.26 It would appear therefore, that the
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Kinetic parameters obtained from DLP with substrate concentration range, 2 – 4 g/L is likely to be valid on the basis of Tzafiri’s position on IQSSA and Schnell and Maini’s position on rQSSA (Table 1). But the fact that the kinetic parameters from LWB plot appear to be validated at lower substrate concentration (2 – 4 g/L) below the \( K_m \) seem to question the tenets of QSSA. However, all kinetic parameters are not valid on the basis of the condition for validity of RSA and sQSSA if in particular with respect to the latter, \( \varphi = \left( 1 + \frac{k_2}{k_1} \right) \geq 1 \). But this requires experimental evidence for the value of \( k_1 \). Therefore, the validity of kinetic parameters on the basis of sQSSA remains partially inconclusive for now. However, with respect to the kinetic parameters obtained from ADLP, the parameters seem to be clearly valid against the backdrop of the left hand side of Eq. (19b and 20b) being « 1 and with different scenario in respect of Eq. (17 and 22) for sQSSA and RSA respectively in which the condition for their validity was not fulfilled. This is coupled with the fact that \( 1 + \frac{k_2}{k_1} \) may be \( \geq 1 \) with respect to Eq. (17), though this remains a fair speculation because gelatinized starch was the substrate with lower \( K_m \) compared to the raw starch i.e. affinity issue is relevant in this regard.

Next is the validity and accuracy of kinetic parameters at moderately higher substrate concentration range (10 – 20 g/L). Even at moderately high substrate concentration, the kinetic parameters from DLP (Figure 4), \( K_m \) in particular, were relatively low compared with the result achieved with LWB (Figure 5) and ADLP (Figure 6) both of which showed very close results. As stated earlier in the text, very few data point due to lack of multiple intersection expected of non-error free data and very few lines intersecting at common point within the graphical space may not allow for valid estimate of kinetic parameters. Despite this, the result obtained from DLP, LWB, and ADLP passes the test of validity on the basis of IQSSA and rQSSA (Table 1) but all accept the result from DLP, failed to pass the test of validity on the basis of sQSSA and RSA. The reason may be that the enzyme was yet to attain saturation going by the result of \( \frac{[E_t]}{[S]} \geq 1 \) being ~ 3.38 where the concentration of the substrate is 20 g/L let alone 10 g/L so long as \( M_1 = 8.8 \exp (+7) \) g/mol. It becomes imperative that the issue of units of variables be ascertained given the molar mass of the chemical species so as to clearly define the condition for validity.

### Table 1 Validation of kinetic parameters on the basis of the condition of validity of various QSSA and RSA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With substrate concentration ranging from 2-4g/L</th>
<th>QSSA/RSA</th>
<th>LWB</th>
<th>ADLP</th>
<th>DLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sQSSA(17)</td>
<td>L = 1.784; R = ( \varphi ) = 1.06</td>
<td>L = 11.28; R = ( \varphi ) = 1.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rQSSA(19b)</td>
<td>( \varepsilon = \mu(0.03+1) )</td>
<td>( \varepsilon = \mu0.054\varepsilon )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rQSSA(20b)</td>
<td>( \mu(0.03+1) )</td>
<td>( \mu(0.6+1) )</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA(22)</td>
<td>1.78 &gt; 1</td>
<td>16.92 &lt; 1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_m/g/L )</td>
<td>35.94</td>
<td>4.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[( S_0 )] used</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With substrate concentration ranging from 10-20g/L</th>
<th>QSSA/RSA</th>
<th>LWB</th>
<th>ADLP</th>
<th>DLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sQSSA(17)</td>
<td>L = 1.72; R = ( \varphi ) = 1.34</td>
<td>L = 1.63; R = ( \varphi ) = 1.32</td>
<td>L = 5.64; R = ( \varphi ) = 6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rQSSA(19b)</td>
<td>( \varepsilon = \mu(0.43+1) )</td>
<td>( \varepsilon = \mu0.043\varepsilon )</td>
<td>( \varepsilon = \mu0.12\varepsilon )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rQSSA(20b)</td>
<td>( \mu(0.2+1) )</td>
<td>( \mu(0.46+1) )</td>
<td>( \mu(0.3+1) )</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA(22)</td>
<td>1.72 &gt; 1</td>
<td>1.75 &gt; 1</td>
<td>5.64 &gt; 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_m/g/L )</td>
<td>29.3</td>
<td>31.43</td>
<td>2.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[( S_0 )] used</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>With substrate concentration ranging from 0.5-4 g/L</th>
<th>QSSA/RSA</th>
<th>LWB</th>
<th>ADLP</th>
<th>DLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sQSSA(17)</td>
<td>L = 71.71; R = ( \varphi ) = 1.27</td>
<td>L = 58.36; R = ( \varphi ) = 1.21</td>
<td>L = 130.18; R = ( \varphi ) = 1.63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rQSSA(19b)</td>
<td>( \varepsilon = \mu0.03\varepsilon )</td>
<td>( \varepsilon = \mu0.01\varepsilon )</td>
<td>( \varepsilon = \mu0.005\varepsilon )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rQSSA(20b)</td>
<td>( \mu(0.1+1) )</td>
<td>0.014 &gt; 1</td>
<td>( \mu(0.005+1) )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSA(22)</td>
<td>71.71\varepsilon</td>
<td>58.36 &gt; 1</td>
<td>717.08 &gt; 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( K_m/g/L )</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>[( S_0 )]/g/L</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[
\varphi = \left( 1 + \frac{k_2}{k_1} \right) ; \mu = \frac{k_2}{k_1+ k_2} ; \text{L and R are left hand side and right hand side of the inequality.} \]
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Next in line is the result from the assay of a very high concentration of the enzyme, ~1.92µmol/L with much lower concentration of the substrate ranging from 0.5 – 4.0g/L. Unlike the high values of kinetic parameters resulting from LWB plot following assay of 0.04g/L (~0.769µmol/L), the results from the assay of ~1.92µmol/L with low substrate concentration ranging from 0.5–4g/L (Figure 8) showed lower values of kinetic parameters which were very close to the result obtained from ADLP (Figure 9). Ultimately, all kinetic parameters were valid having satisfied the condition for validity of rQSSA and tQSSA but totally invalid on the basis of the condition for validity of RSA and sQSSA (Table 1) for reasons stated earlier in the text. However, Tzafriri’s\textsuperscript{13} position on the condition for validity of tQSSA seems to validate every kinetic parameter regardless of the concentration regime of the substrate or the enzyme employed. It seems therefore, that it cannot be used to ascertain whether or not the substrate concentration employed is < the saturating concentration. The substrate concentration must be far less than the saturating concentration such that \( \frac{[E]}{[S]} \ll 1 \) may hold to justify the condition of tQSSA but Tzafriri approach cannot differentiate between \( \frac{[E]}{[S]} \ll 1 \) and \( \frac{[E]}{[S]} \approx 1 \) since kinetic parameters obtained under both conditions are validated (Table 1). Only condition for validity of rQSSA can ascertain if \( \frac{[E]}{[S]} \gg 1 \) or \( \frac{[E]}{[S]} \approx 1 \) and thus verify if the assay was at very high enzyme concentration. By so doing however, when there is an excess of enzyme \( E \), the condition for validity of sQSSA (and RSA)\textsuperscript{(17,23)} as originally cited by Schnell et al.\textsuperscript{29} cannot hold. Substrate depletion is characteristic of the condition \( \frac{[E]}{[S]} \gg 1 \) and therefore, instead of enzyme substrate complex, \( C \) being in a QSS with respect to \( S \), at high enzyme concentration Schnell et al.\textsuperscript{29} proposed that the substrate, \( S \) is in QSS with respect to \( C \). It means too that velocity expression should be a departure from MM equation such that,

\[
\frac{d[S]}{dt} = \frac{V_{\text{max}}}{K_s + [S]}
\]

(23)

Where \( K_s = \frac{k_{-1}}{k_1} \); this may be seen to be \( \frac{k_1 + k_2}{k_1} \). This is reasonable because at high enzyme concentration but with very low substrate concentration, the enzyme cannot attain saturation. However, one should not hesitate to state that the mere fact that \( K_s \) is lower than expected does not necessarily suggest that \( K_s \) should have been the case because the magnitude of \( K_s \) sometimes expresses the affinity of the enzyme for the substrate. In this case the reverse rate constant \( k_1 \) at high affinity should be very low and consequently \( \frac{[E]}{[S]} \approx 1 \). What is important is that \( \frac{[E]}{[S]} \leq 1 \).

Incidentally, there is an opinion that “high affinity of an enzyme for a substrate may lead to binding of a significant proportion of substrate to the enzyme” with the implication, according to\textsuperscript{23} and references therein, that MM equation and its double reciprocal plot become, increasingly invalid. Going by this assertion, all kinetic data from DLP, ADLP, and non-linear regression analysis should also be invalid. It appears that substrate unbinding\textsuperscript{30} which is a reflection of unstable or weak affinity may therefore, enhance the validity of the kinetic parameters. Thus kinetic parameters from assay of enzymes using raw starch to which the enzyme has much lower affinity\textsuperscript{23} and in which consequently, \( k_1 \) may be high, may be considered to be valid going by the position held by Reuveni et al.\textsuperscript{29} and Schnell et al.\textsuperscript{29}
of $E$, LWB plot (Figure 2) overestimates the kinetic parameters unlike ADLP(Figure 3). Yet, despite the suggestion that $\text{sQSSA}$ breaks down in vivo due to higher enzyme concentration, there seems to be a contradictory suggestion that, the advantage of QSSA is that “it reduces the dimensionality of the system, passing from two equation (full system) to one (MM approximation or $\text{sQSSA}$) and speeds up numerical simulations greatly, especially for large networks as found in vivo”.

In this research however, it has been shown that the kinetic parameters can be valid under condition that satisfy $\text{rQSSA}$ because the concentration regimes of the enzyme employed (0.76 and 1.92µmol/L) seem to be respectively higher and much higher than the concentration of $S$ (2 – 4 g/L; 0.5 – 4 g/L and 10 – 20 g/L) (Table 1). This, perhaps, should be applicable to in vivo condition.

It must be pointed out that it is the experimentally generated velocities of hydrolysis as applicable to hydrolases for instance, that determines whatever the kinetic parameters generated by different means, DLP, ADLP and non-linear plot, given a range of substrate concentration and not the converse. The velocities generated may be marred by error in pipetting, inconsistence timing (duration less than the chosen duration) etc. With regard to the ADLP and DLP chosen in this research, the issue of precision is imperative and thus demands conditions for the precise if not valid estimates of kinetic parameters. It has been posited that “the point of intersection of two lines is most precisely defined if they intersect at right angles, and least precisely if they intersect at a very acute angle”; this can best be achieved if the range of $S$ and $v$ is as great as possible which requires that MM equation must be obeyed. There is also, the requirement that $v$ must be evenly spaced. However, $v$ is very much outside the control of the experimenter because, as long as $\left[ S \right]_1 \gg 1$, the relationship, $\frac{\Delta P}{\Delta S_{\text{mac}}}$ may not be consistently constant as $S$ approaches saturating concentration. Thus unlike this research (the result is in Table 1) where it seems the condition for validity of $\text{rQSSA}$ is totally the case, the position of Eisenthal et al.\textsuperscript{18} is that of $\text{sQSSA}$ in which DLP may be practicable. It is obvious therefore, that allowing $\frac{\Delta P}{\Delta S_{\text{mac}}}$ being constant or nearly so, over the substrate concentration range used violets MM condition or condition for validity of $\text{sQSSA}$. This violation is very much applicable to the results from this research considering (Figure 1) (Figure 4). It could be noticed in this research that where the concentration (2–4g/L) of the substrate, $S$ is not widely different from the concentration of $E$, the kinetic parameters from LWB plot is widely different from the result from ADLP (Figure 2) (Figure 3). It seems within that substrate concentration range $\frac{\Delta P}{\Delta S_{\text{mac}}}$ was constant or nearly so over a substantial number of different substrate concentrations. This is clearly against the MM condition. But with 5-fold increase in the concentration of the substrate at the same concentration of the enzyme, the kinetic parameters from ADLP and LWB plot are very close. But this is not to say that the result from LWB plot is becoming accurate because every linear relationship must yield a constant gradient with a very data point which is impossible with tendency towards hyperbolic relationship between $v$ and $S$. Thus as long as the concentration of $E$ is higher than every concentration range of $S$ (Figure 8) (Figure 9) in particular) on mole to mole basis, the condition for validity of $\text{QSSA}$ appears to be obeyed. One must not overlook emerging scenario in which with higher concentration of the substrate at fixed concentration of the enzyme (Figure 5 and Figure 6) and when the concentration of $E$ seems to be $\gg$ the concentration of $S$ (Figure 8 and Figure 9), the kinetic parameters from LWB plot and ADLP seem to be closer. It appears therefore, that there is a lower concentration limit below which the kinetic parameters obtainable from LWB plot becomes widely different from those of ADLP.

Another issue that needs to be examined in the light of this research is the claim that the kinetic constants such as $K_{\text{m}}$ are identical in vivo and in vitro. This is only possible if in vitro conditions, pH, temperature and even ionic strength allows the similarity of result derivable from the assay of the enzyme even though the concentration of the latter is always higher in vivo than in vitro. Otherwise the substrate concentration regime needed to achieve maximum velocity for the same enzyme with concentration, $[E]_1$ may not be the same as the concentration regime needed to achieve maximum velocity for the same enzyme with concentration, $[E]_1$ if $[E]_1 > [E]_0$. Substrate concentration at half maximum velocity of hydrolysis with $E_1$ is not equal to substrate concentration at half maximum velocity of hydrolysis with $E_\text{in vitro}$. Thus it is doubtful whether the $K_{\text{m}}$ of $E$ = $K_{\text{m}}$ of $E_\text{in vitro}$. This is partially exemplified when the same concentrations of $E$ were assayed at different substrate concentration ranges (Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 6) considering LWB plot and ADLP only and when much higher concentration of $E$ was assayed with much lower substrate concentration range (Figure 8 and Figure 9). This scenario is expected to be the case when kinetic result from in vivo assay of the same enzyme is compared with result from in vitro study given the same condition but with much lower in vitro concentration of the enzyme.

It is very necessary to state that the symbol $K_{\text{m}}$ which appears in Table 1 may not represent what it normally represents, the substrate concentration at half maximum velocity of hydrolysis of the substrate by the enzyme as long as the kinetic parameters are not generated under the condition that satisfies sQSSA. Consequently, $K_{\text{m}}$ should be the appropriate symbol which stands for a different parameter, the equilibrium dissociation constant of C (or E5) which is appropriate for situation in which $\frac{[E_1]}{[S_1]} \gg 1$. Thus it is even more appropriate to use a general symbol, $K$, such that substitution of its experimentally generated value, using LWB plot, DLP, and ADLP and even nonlinear plot into various validation equations may determine whether or not the kinetic parameter satisfies the condition of validity of any of the QSSA or RSA. Thus if it satisfies the condition for validity of QSSA, then $K_{\text{m}}$ should be $K_{\text{r}}$. Of course if $K_{\text{m}}$ is certified to be $K_{\text{r}}$ the kinetic parameter, $v_{\text{max}}$ becomes valid. Thus what may be called $v_{\text{max}}$ when $K_{\text{m}}$ is $K_{\text{r}}$ is not truly the case because it is not achieved when the enzyme has been saturated which is only possible when $\frac{[S_1]}{[E_1]} \gg 1$, a condition that is in line with the requirement of sQSSA.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, kinetic parameters which should have been $K_{\text{m}}$ and $v_{\text{max}}$ were determined by subjecting the experimental data, velocity of hydrolysis of substrate to DLP, LWB plot, and ADLP with different substrate concentration regime; the plots did not give similar results. Assay of the enzyme at its fixed concentration with different substrate concentration ranges gave different kinetic parameters. On mass-mass basis unlike mole-mole basis, one may falsely validate the kinetic.
parameters due to misapplied QSSA. Since the concentration of $E$ is generally higher than the concentration of $S$, the kinetic parameters generated were seen to be valid on the basis of the condition for validity of rQSSA; in this case $K_v$ instead of $K_m$ was generated and consequently, the $v_{max}$ is not truly what it should be because the enzyme was not saturated with the substrate.
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